5G IS A DEADLY KILLER
Information from ex naval and industry personnel, concerned medical professionals,
and observers where it is already installed.
It adds military grade microwave weapons technology to the existing 4G wireless
wavelengths.
Microwave shocks are used by militaries for crowd control (burns skin and eyes )
DOCUMENTED LEVELS OF DAMAGE FROM EXISTING WI FI NETWORKS
Marked increase in Alzheimers, Dementia and Brain tumours: Thyroid, throat and
breast cancers. Suspected in prostate and ovarian cancers.
Rise in Autism and in mental health problems: More suicides in young men: more
self harm in young women.
Now we have short microwave 5G technology, which requires thousands of small
antennae, at frequent intervals. It doesn’t work well through foliage, hence the
programme to cull our mature urban trees. Already started without consultation in
UK. Look up Sheffield and Gateshead Councils, also Worcester, and check out the
Brighton research centre. Alert your neighbours.
THE AGENDA IS FOR FULL ROLLOUT BY 2020.
Antennae on many lampposts, (the harmful effects are increased in combination
with LED lights) outside the kids’ bedroom, on street corners, walls of pubs, offices,
in sports grounds, in schools ( it affects childrens’ small brains more than adults )
everywhere, including smaller versions inside your home; in every smart TV and
appliance.
Low levels of Electro magnetic frequencies are cumulatively harmful, (from the
electric circuitry surrounding every room in your house ) and in combination with
existing wi fi have caused the damage to health described above.
Now, with 5G, microwave technology is damaging DNA in humans and animals more
rapidly.
Expected are more cancers, more mental problems, less brain power: More
stillbirths and damaged foetuses (already observed in Gateshead UK)
In a couple of generations this will result in DNA damaged beyond repair. Birds and
insects have already gone from some places.
And that’s before we consider the potential for surveillance: of every person: in
home, school or work place (these antennae both transmit and receive)
LOOK UP THE FACTS for yourself and listen to some experts in short wave military
weapons and electronics technology
Sources you can trust (experience, technical expertise, thorough research,
reputation) are Barrie Trower UK and Mark Steele UK. Also Deborah Tavares of
StopTheCrime.net US
Visit: https://livingfoods.co.uk/category/campaigns/

